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Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912; Fax: 01 - 409 8916;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1 email: info@coreac.com; Web: www.coreac.com
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opinion
Stand up and be a glass
half full merchant!
ow easy it is to be downcast at the moment –
TV and print media seem to delight in negativity;
politicians (both in Ireland and internationally) are
a total disappointment; the Euro is in crisis; the weather
is disastrous; and even the rugby and football teams
have performed poorly.
However, concentrating too much on the big picture
scenario very often distorts the reality in your own little
patch. Building services is a case in point. Of course the
overall scale of the sector has dramatically retracted but
the reality is that business is still being transacted.
Up to recently virtually everyone you met in the industry
had nothing but tales of woe to relate. Now this only
applies to every second person you meet – the other
50% talk of winning a contract here, being asked to
tender for a project there, and so on.
We’ve also seen a spate of company closures but again
there are some positives to the equation. Quite a number
have been bought over, others have re-emerged in restructured guises, while personnel who lost their jobs
have set up new ventures.
bs news is not suggesting for one minute that all is rosy
in the garden but we do say that it is time to focus on the
positive and build from there. I

H
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News and Products

Mueller appoints
Conor Lennon
Mueller Europe has
appointed Conor Lennon,
who has nearly 30 years
experience in the Irish
market, as their agent in the
Republic of Ireland.

Mueller Europe is part of
Mueller Inc through its
Wednesbury factory in
Bilston, England and has
been manufacturing copper
tubing for over 75 years.
Mueller Europe has also
concluded a deal with Cronin
Logistics in Mulhuddart,
Dublin 15 as a further
demonstration of its their
continued commitment to the
Irish marketplace. Cronins
will stock, and distribute,
Mueller product to builders
merchants and other
customers throughout
the country.
Contact: Conor Lennon.
email: conor.lennon@clt.ie

Chinese
whispers

2

Over the last month or so
bs news has received a
stream of emails from a heat
pump manufacturer in China
looking to develop business
partnerships in Ireland.
It produces a range of
air/water/ground source heat
pumps and is willing to work
on an agency basis, supplying
product from that portfolio,
or to develop new products
specifically for the Ireland
market.
Anyone else receiving
these emails?

Investors save Flair International
Flair International Ltd, which went into liquidation on 6 June last, has been bought
by FLBM, a group of Irish investors and one of eight interested parties who
expressed an interest in the company.
FLBM is currently restructuring the operation and is confident it
will grow the business in the medium to long-term. Spokesman
Brian Murphy of FLBM said the immediate intention is to upgrade
the manufacturing processes and to invest in new product
development.
Flair International designs and manufactures shower and bath screens from its
base in Bailieborough, Co Cavan, and sells its product range across the Republic of
Ireland, Northern Ireland and mainland Europe.
The directors of FLBM have described Flair International as an excellent fit with
their existing business interests that also include Dublin-based Sanbra Fyffe Ltd.

Potterton iHE ‘plug & play’ boiler
With all the inherent benefits of a prefabricated solution, the
new iHE commercial combination boiler from Potterton
Commercial is delivered ready to install, offers life cycle energy
saving, and is “plug and play”.
This unique package boiler range delivers space heating and
hot water from a bank of heat engines and a storage cylinder
enclosed within a single casing. The stainless steel condensing
heat engines, with premix modulating gas burners, achieve
96% gross efficiency. It is room-sealed for use with either
vertical or horizontal flue systems, and can integrate hot water
production with low/zero carbon technologies for pre-heat,
thereby minimising the input required from fossil fuels.
The new boiler has versatile
control options for space
heating and hot water
profiles, including weather
compensation with optimum
stop and start, frost protection,
module sequencing and
load sharing.
There are two models in the
range. One incorporates two
50kW heat engine modules
providing 100kW of space
heating, while the other has
three 50kW heat engine modules offering a space heating
capability of 150kW. Both have a stainless steel cylinder that
will store 300 litres of domestic hot water and achieve a
recovery rate of up to 2,240 litres/hour. The iHE weighs from
315kg, with compact dimensions of 1970H x 1450W x 685D
and carries a minimum two-year warranty.
Contact: Potterton Myson Ireland. Tel: 01 459 0870;
sales@potterton–myson.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1

BGE Annual
Report 2011
Despite the challenging domestic
environment and sustained increases
in wholesale prices, turnover at BGE
grew by 5% to e1,608 million in
2011 with profit before tax down
24 % to e94 million.
The financial strength and
strategic direction of the company
received a vote of confidence from
international bank lenders in June,
with the agreement of a e500
million multi-currency revolving
credit facility.
Bord Gáis continues to invest in
developing its generation portfolio
and is now a key player in the Irish
wind market, generating 15% of the
installed wind capacity in Ireland at
present. Over the next three years
the company will invest a further
e400 million developing its wind
farm asset base.
Over the next two years Bord
Gáis will undergo a significant
transformation. The Government’s
recent decision to establish Irish
Water as a public utility within the
Bord Gáis Group will lead to the
creation of a valuable state asset.
In addition to the establishment
of Irish Water, Bord Gáis is also
preparing for the sale of Bord
Gáis Energy.
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News and Products

O’Neill to head up Belimo Ireland
Belimo is now operating directly in
the Irish market and has appointed
Paul O’Neill as Sales Manager for
Ireland.
Paul is based in Dublin and will
provide local support for the entire
country. He can be contacted at
Tel: 086 – 245 2032; email:
paul.oneill@belimo.co.uk

Socialise and network
at CIBSE summer BBQ
CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region has added an
Annual BBQ to its calendar of events. It will be an
informal social occasion and is open to everyone involved in
building services. Venue: Dicey Reillys, Harcourt Street, Dublin.
Date: Thursday 26 July. Time: 6.30pm.
It will afford young engineers and their older colleagues an
opportunity to meet and mix with one another, while the company
will also include contractors and product suppliers. Social
interaction and networking is the objective.
People can attend on their own, come as a group, or invite
guests. Price is e10 per head. This includes BBQ food – chicken
drumsticks, pork ribs, steak burgers and sides – plus one
complementary drink. To help with the catering, those attending on
their own can pay e10 at the door but must email Gary McKeown
at contact@cibseireland.org to confirm their attendance on or
before Friday, 17 July 2012.
Groups of more than five should request a booking form by email
from Gary, complete the details, and return with a cheque for the
appropriate amount made payable to CIBSE Republic of Ireland,
region, again by Friday, 17 July 2012.

Appointments
Property management professional and
chartered surveyor Sean Aylward (right),
Centre Manager of Nutgrove Shopping
Centre, Rathfarnham, Dublin, has been
elected the new chairman of the IPFMA
(Irish Property & Facility Management
Association) for 2012 / 2013 for a oneyear term.
Craig Vicary (right) has been appointed
Sales Director UK, Ireland & Scandinavia
for Emerson Climate Technologies GmbH
in Europe. He will continue to manage
sales in Scandinavia but in his new role he
will extend his focus to Emerson Climate’s
HVACR business in the UK and Ireland
to build stronger relationships with
distribution partners, customers and
end-users.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2012

The
first commercial combi boiler

You think it,
we build it.

the
new

iHE

From Potterton Commercial

Established values.
Leading edge technology.
Scan this QR code
for details of the
Potterton Commercial
iHE (indirect, High
Efficiency) combi boiler

www.pottertoncommercial.co.uk
Potterton Myson Ireland Ltd.
Tel: 01 459 0870 Fax: 01 459 0880
Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie
www.potterton-myson.co.uk
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Photos: 1. Keith Mellon, mechanical/HVAC Engineer, Jacobs with John
Furlong, Homan O’Brien; 2. Edith Bleinnerhassett with Damien Flynn,
Arup; 3. Alan Hogan, Kingspan Renewables with Declan Kissane,
Unitherm; 4. Group picture of some of those who attended the CIBSE
Republic of Ireland Region AGM.
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Large turnout for
CIBSE AGM
The change of venue and format for this year’s CIBSE
Republic of Ireland Region AGM proved very successful.
A capacity crowd attended at the Radisson Blu Hotel in
Dublin 8 and lively participation from the floor reflected
the growing status and strength of the region.
The Officers were re-elected with no changes to the 2011/12 line-up

4

though the Committee saw the addition of two new members – Alan Hogan
of Kingspan Renewables and Enda Gilroy of PM Group.
Chairman Derek Mowlds stated that he was delighted to continue for
another year as Chairman to help maintain and promote CIBSE’s presence in
the built environment, but said he could only do so with the support of the
committee, and particularly Sean Dowd as Vice-Chair.
The Committee, when planning the CPD programme for 2012/13, will
shortly issue a questionnaire to all members for their feedback. “We need to
think about how best to deliver these to our members so the benefits of
additional training can be maximised by all who are interested”, said Derek.
In an interesting discussion under AOB, Edith Blennerhasset talked about
the CIBSE Heritage Society and the importance of recording and preserving
historical matters relating to building services. Some senior CIBSE members
in attendance agreed and advised that a number of publications could be
made available.
It was decided to open a section of the website for this area of interest and
invite submissions from members. CIBSE Ireland will support any initiative or
proposal to document and archive material from a historical/heritage
perspective.
Finally, the attendees at the AGM congratulated the Committee on raising
the profile of CIBSE through the programme of activities and interfaces with
other organisations and institutions, including the Irish Green Building
Council, Engineers Ireland, ACEI, RIAI, NSAI and SEAI among others. I

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1
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AHU Interface
Refrigerant pipe work connecting outdoor unit to
AHU pipe work
Toshiba outdoor
Air handling unit with refrigerant
DX coil (R410A0

T OS H I B A

Room air
temperature
sensor
(optional)

Toshiba air handling unit
control kit RBC-AHU1
Toshiba hard wired
controller (optional)

OV S1 S2 S3

OV S4 S5 S6

FAULT

NO FAULT

T OS H I B A

Options
n Remote on/off (volt-free)
n Remote fault/run output (volt-free)
n Weekly schedule timer (built into controller)
n TCB-PCNT30TLE Toshiba TCC link network interface

Tel: 01 286 4377
Email: info@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2012

RBC-FDP3-PE
TCC-NET

D-BUS

RELAY

A B D1 D2 C R1 R2

External input
device FDP3
(optional)
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Providing and maintaining the best quality indoor air environment is important for all applications but, in
life-critical situations such as hospital wards and operating theatres, there is no margin for error. When
faced with this challenge at the Blackrock Clinic in Dublin recently, consultants McArdle McSweeney
opted for the Hitachi Samurai range with Tech Refrigeration & Air Conditioning carrying out the installation.

Hitachi and Tech deliver clean bill of
health at Blackrock Clinic
The project called for the

6

replacement of the existing chillers which,
while still performing as per spec, dated
back nearly 25 years to when the hospital
first opened. As it happens, they too
were Hitachi models, but obviously of
an earlier vintage.
The decision to upgrade was to ensure
that the same levels of comfort and
continuity were maintained but that
delivery was more secure, more costeffective, more energy-efficient and more
flexible. Hitachi Samurai meets
all these
requirements.
Specifying
Samurai was
only one part
of the equation,
overseeing
the correct
installation and
commissioning
was equally
important. Here
the team
included Winthrop
Engineering
as the main
mechanical contractor with Tech
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning acting
as the specialist ac installer.
“We’re especially pleased to be
associated with this project as we have a
very close and successful working
relationship with Hitachi, along with a
thorough knowledge of the company’s
entire product range”, says Barry
Hennessy, Tech Group Account Manager.
“Bringing our long-term experience and
technical expertise to bear on this project
made for a trouble-free operation, with
final commissioning and hand-over being
a seamless process.”

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1

The cutting-edge Samurai range
includes air cooled cooling only and heat
pump units from 106kW to 1030kW, or
water cooled and condenser-less units
from 120kW to 696kW. Main features and
benefits include:
– World-renowned reliability thanks to
Hitachi's twin screw compressors;
– Star Delta as standard;
– Improved DC inverter fans with
reduced power input;
– Precise control of outlet water
temperature;
Blackrock Clinic, Co. Dublin

– Full modulating capacity control;
– Modular design (100HP and above);
– Remote control and monitoring via
Hitachi CS Net Web or site BMS;
– 3-year warranty.
“Given the life-critical nature of this
particular project”, says Fergus Daly,
Hitachi Area Sales Manager Ireland,
“it was essential that all the constituent
elements – from the system design
through to the selection of the equipment
and its installation – came together in
an efficient, cohesive manner.
“In the event the team working on this
project – McArdle McSweeney, Winthrop
Engineering, Tech Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning and ourselves – made light
work of the task. The entire project went
like clockwork and was a credit to the
professionalism of all concerned”.
Contact: Fergus Daly, Hitachi Area
Sales Manager Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 216 4406; 087 – 277 9405;
email: Fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com;
www.hitachiaircon.com I
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Many of the substances used in industry, and even in private households, can pollute
the water. If these substances get into the soil, the groundwater or surface waters, this
may be detrimental to the drinking water and result in ecological catastrophes.

Early detection prevents environmental damage
acilities for the storage of waterpolluting substances must therefore
be safeguarded against such
incidents. In addition to the ecological
results, anybody causing such an accident
could face extreme liability claims.
The Afriso Watchdog ÖWU water alarm
from Manotherm was designed to detect oil
or water accumulations. ÖWU consists of a
control unit and a wall rail probe that connect
by means of a signal cable. The control unit
contains all display and control elements, as
well as two relay contacts (one change-over
contact, one normally open contact).
The height-adjustable probe is mounted
at the lowest point of the area to be
monitored. If the unit detects oil or water,
it generates visual (red lamp for oil, yellow
lamp for water) and audible alarms; the
audible alarm can be switched off with the
Acknowledge Button.

F

ÖWU is designed for wall mounting or for
installation in control cabinets or panels via
an optional mounting frame.
It detects water, fuel oil EL, L, M, diesel
oil and low-viscosity lubricating oil (Group
A III, formerly VbF), motor oil, gearbox oil,
hydraulic oil, vegetable oil and
transformer oil.
For maximum reliability, it is possible
to connect Afriso event-reporting systems
to the ÖWU water alarm. The operator is
then immediately informed of alarms via
text message SMS, telephone, e-mail or
the Internet, and can respond quickly and
efficiently. The unit allows for early detection
of problems in storage rooms, manholes,
drip pans, pumps, inspection ducts, etc.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Manotherm.
Tel: 01 – 452 2355;
email: info@manotherm.ie;
www.manotherm.ie I

The Afriso Watchdog ÖWU water
alarm from Manotherm.

Setting Standards.

Versatile, convenient and energy efficient.
Belimo has the worlds leading actuator and valve technology for heating, ventilation
and air conditioning in a complete range of products from one source all with a first rate
price to performance ratio. Have we aroused your interest? Ask for more information today!

BELIMO Automation UK Ltd. Shepperton Business Park, Govett Ave, Shepperton, Middx. TW17 8BA
Tel. 01932 260460, Fax. 01932 269222, Email. sales@belimo.co.uk, Web. www.belimo.co.uk
Belimo Ireland, Sales Manager : Paul O’Neill, Mob. +353(0)862 452032
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PARTNERING JOHNSON CONTROLS
TO SERVE PHARMA/MEDICAL
McCool Controls has further strengthened its
existing partnership with Johnson Controls to
deliver Qualified/Validated BMS solutions to the
pharmaceutical and medical device industries
utilising the Metasys for Validated Environment
software package.

The MVE platform sits on the Standard
Johnson Metasys range of controllers making
the Johnson Metasys platform the ideal
solution whether validation is required now or
in the future. The system is also BACnet based
allowing maximum interoperability.

The MVE system includes the following
excellent features:

McCool Controls have specialist QBMS
Engineering teams in both its Dublin and Cork
offices to deliver the service.

 ompliance with USFDA 21 CFR Part 11
C
regulations
n 	
Compliance with Annex 11 of EU GMP
EMEA 1998
n 	
Secure User Access
n 	
Electronic Records and Signatures
n 	
Time Stamped Audit and Event Trail
n Web Browser interface with Advanced
reporting
n

ENERGY
UNDER
CONTROL

FULL MAINTENANCE & SERVICE BACKUP FACILITY ANYWHERE IN IRELAND

IRELAND’S FIRST PASSIVE
HOUSE STANDARD SCHOOL
McCool Controls, working in conjunction with
Purcell Construction and Axis Engineering, has
successfully completed the first Passive House
Standard school in Ireland.
The control system is at the heart of this
dynamic building and McCool provided the
following solutions:
	
“Ríomhaire Glas”. This is a McCool Controls
designed unique bespoke touch-screen for
student interaction, based on child-friendly
graphics and plant explanations;
n 	
Energy monitoring traffic light system;
n Control of main heating plant;
n 	
Control of specialist ventilation plant via serial
integration;
n Heating zone controls;
n 	
C02 control strategy for classroom utilising
roof lights and windows.
n

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1
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CRIMINAL COURTS OF JUSTICE COMPLEX
This prestigious project posed many
challenges. As it was a PPP building it
required an experienced BMS specialist
to bring expertise to the table from day
one and to combine this with sufficient
resources to deliver the project within a
constricted program. McCool Controls
was the obvious choice.
The scale of the project was immense
relative to the programme and
consisted of three boilers; three chillers;
24 pump sets; 136 fan coil units; 48
air handling units; 38 extract fans; 214
chilled beams; and 27 re-heat batteries.
The BMS maintains precise control of
22 courtrooms, ancillary rooms and
suites and archives. Close control is
provided for temperature, humidity, and
pressure as applicable.

In courtrooms it was essential to
provide the court clerk with a local user
interface to adjust hours and setpoints
as the usage is unpredictable. The
design of the interface had to match
the high spec finish of the courtroom.
McCool provided stainless steel LCD
interface based on KNX technology,
that is integrated with the main BMS
to allow control commands affect the
necessary plant. The sleek compact
design matched perfectly with the
aesthetics of the space. McCool also
provided a façade management system
to synchronise the operation of the
facade with the remainder of the plant in
this high-spec building.

10
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MCCOOL CONTROLS SECURE MOUNTJOY PRISON CAMPUS PROJECT
CONTINUING THE ROLL OUT OF THE ELESTA BMS PLATFORM IN THE IRISH MARKET

;OL,SLZ[H)4:^PSS\[PSPZL[OLZP[L5L[^VYRHUK^PSSHSSV^JLU[YHS
JVU[YVSHUKTVUP[VYPUNVMHSSWSHU[-\Y[OLYTVYL^P[OH^LI
IYV^ZLYHZHZ[HUKHYKMLH[\YLVM[OL,SLZ[H9*6=PL^:VM[^HYL
[OLZ`Z[LTJHUILHJJLZZLKMYVTHU`YLTV[LSVJH[PVU(ZH
M\Y[OLY)VU\ZLHJO4**^PSSILÄ[[LK^P[OH9*64HZ[LY
*VU[YVSSLYJ^.YHWOPJ<ZLY0U[LYMHJLHSSV^PUNSVJHSPU[LYYVNH[PVU
VM[OL)4:\ZPUN[OLZHTLMHTPSPHYNYHWOPJMVYTH[HZ[OL-YVU[
,UK
McCool Controls have the required experience and skills
to implement the upgrade in a live prison environment with
minimum disruption.
McCool Controls are pleased to announce the continued success
VM[OL,SLZ[H)4:7SH[MVYTU[OL0YPZO4HYRL[Elesta.TI/PZ
H0UKLWLUKLU[4HU\MHJ[\YLY^P[OH`LHY;YHKPUNOPZ[VY`HUK
WHY[ULYZPUV]LYJV\U[YPLZ^VYSK^PKL
>LHYLWYV\K[VHUUV\UJL[OH[[OL,SLZ[H)4:^PSSUV^IL
PTWSLTLU[LKJHTW\Z^PKLPUIV[O[OL4V\U[QV`HUK:[7H[YPJRZ
0UZ[P[\[PVUMVSSV^PUN[OLZ\JJLZZVMWYL]PV\ZWYVQLJ[ZPU[OL
campus over recent years.

The current phases of the Campus wide installation are being
JVTWSL[LKPUWHY[ULYZOPW^P[O34*,ULYN`HUK1=;PLYUL`ZPU
[OL:[7H[YPJRZPUZ[P[\[PVUHUK>HSZO4LJOHUPJHS.SLUILPNO
*VUZ[Y\J[PVUHUK(_PZ,UNPULLYPUNPU4V\U[QV`
)>PUN

CYSTIC FIBROSIS BLOCK
WARD BLOCK
AT ST. VINCENTS HOSPITAL

CLONMEL MENTAL
HEALTH RESOURCE UNIT

MCCOOL CONTROLS PARTNERED WITH ROTARY GROUP /
HOMAN O’BRIENS / JOHN PAUL TO DESIGN, SUPPLY AND
COMMISSION THE BMS FOR THE NEW CYSTIC FIBROSIS
WARD AT ST VINCENT’S HOSPITAL IN DUBLIN 4.

McCool Controls has a long history of working with Winthrop
Engineering and this project was delivered, using the Elesta
Controls platform, by the McCool Controls Ofﬁce in Blarney,
County Cork. This new facility provides both residential and
outpatient health care and the BMS project consists of a motor
control centre located in the boiler house of the new facility, linked
to a front end PC located in the admin area, and with access
available to the BMS from the general campus.

The ﬁrst challenge was to decide the controls platform and, after
a great deal of consideration and consulation with all the relevant
parties, a decision was made to use the Elesta Controls platform
ahead of the incumbant site system.
The main beneﬁts were:
BACnet protocol as standard;
Web browser as standard;
Q Panel-mounted BMS graphic user interface;
Q Manual override facility on controllers.
Q
Q

There site has two motor control centres and three outstations
distributed throughout the site. One of the particular challenges
was to design, supply and install the Main MCC for the ventilation
plant to an enclosed rooftop platform within a tight program. As
we have our own in-house panel building facility McCools were
uniquely positioned to deliver this large panel in sections, attend
the crane lifts, reassemble and retest within the constraints of
space and programme.

ENERGY
UNDER
CONTROL
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2012

The BMS controls LPHW plant, ventilation plant, terminal units
as well as monitoring of electrical, gas, water and heat metering.
The BMS also controls the water tanks to maxamise rainwater
harvesting and supplement it with mains water when required.
The BMS is also charged with communicating with a 3rd party
underﬂoor heating control system, for which McCool Controls
developed a bespoke solution for communicating with the system
via Modbus Protocol as it had not been done before.
Main contractor: BAM, M&E Design: VMRA.

HEAD OFFICE

MUNSTER OFFICE

Unit 12, Docklands
Innovation Centre,
East Wall Road, Dublin 3.
T. 01 8550542 F. 01 8550546
E. emccool@mccoolcontrols.ie
Contact: Eóin McCool

Unit 10, Ashdale House,
Blarney, Co. Cork
T. 021 4382055 F. 021 4382348
E. mail@mccoolcontrols.ie
Contact: Philip O’Reilly
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New Myson Contract
Zone Valves
urther to requests from

F

customers to respond to
pricing pressures on controls
in the marketplace, Potterton Myson
Ireland has introduced a new range
of Myson Contract Zone Valves.
These valves have been developed
and manufactured in Ireland
specifically for the Irish market,
and run in parallel with the widelyspecified MPE Power Extra range.
They match cheaper imports pricewise but retain the key features of
quality and reliability associated
with Myson.
The existing range of Power Extra
actuators match this range and can
be ordered as replacements if
necessary. Key features of the
new range are:
– Powerful motor with high levels
of insulation;
– Mica-filled PTFE shoes are key
components for reliability;
– Manual override and spring return;
– ISO9002 quality assurance;
– Compatible with all leading makes.
Rettig Ireland, the Myson
Controls manufacturing plant in
Newcastlewest, Co Limerick where
the new units are manufactured, has
a history dating back to 1969,
involving various transformations
over the years. The most dramatic
event was the total destruction of
the factory in a fire in 2005. Yet,
e25 million and less than 12 months
later, one of the most advanced
production facilities in Europe
was opened on the site.
The switch from the factory's
origins as a brass valve
manufacturing facility to a full
heating controls business has been
an evolving process. The extent
to which this is successful was
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1
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confirmed by the relatively recent
introduction of radio frequency wirefree controls such as the range of
electronic programmable room
thermostats (MPRTRF). This area is
now the main focus of the company.
Other key products to come on
stream are thermostatic and manual
valves for heat emitters; manifolds;
cooling valves; electronic
programmers; control packs for
underfloor heating systems;
wax-based thermostats for OEM
applications; and Automatic Bi-pass
Valves (ABV) which relieve
unwanted pressure generated in the
system, reducing system noise and
protecting the pump.
One of the latest innovative
products brought to the marketplace
is the Myson Petite thermostatic
radiator valve. This combines
attractive design with total reliability
and is available as a single valve or
a convenient “TRV & manual” valve
pack in 1/2" or metric sizes.
There is also an advanced range
of programmable thermostats –
both hardwired and radio frequency
– which have been significantly
upgraded to cater for both oil and
gas fired heating systems, with
the addition of chrome and black
facias to complement the standard
white. All include “smart start”
technology.
Brief details of the primary product
categories are:
Manual valves – Myson Controls
manufactures three main types of
manual valve, Matchmate,
Matchmaster and Fullflow.
Thermostatic radiator valves –
Myson Controls produce a wide
range of thermostatic radiator
valves, from standard domestic

requirements to polished decorative
products.
PPV – plastic pipe valves – The
latest addition to the Myson PPV
range is the Integral Pushfit 90.
Available for chrome TRVs,
Matchmaster and the new slimline
Decorative range, this revolutionary
integral all-in-one valve requires no
separate elbow and has a double
EPDM ‘O’ ring for added security.
Decorative valves – The new
Decorative range of polished chrome
radiator valves is stylish, functional
and designed to complement
modern radiator styles. They are
available as a handwheel, lockshield
or thermostatically-controlled valve.
LST valve kits – Low Surface
Temperature (LST) radiators require
special radiator valve kits to enable
thermostatic valves to operate
correctly because of the protective
casing around the hot radiator.
Electronic system controls –
Myson’s new range of controls are
easy to understand and operate, are
straightforward to install, and offer
a full range of control for today’s
highly-efficient heating systems. The
range is compliant with the Revised
Building Regulations – Part ‘L’,
2001/2002, and revisions for 2006.
It includes motorised valves,
programmers, programmable room
stats, thermostats and controls packs.
Contact: Potterton Myson Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: post@potterton-myson.ie;
www.potterton-myson.ie I
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Standard Control Systems
Retrofit, Installation, Design, Commissioning, Maintenance, Validation, MCC
Manufacture, High-Level Interfacing, Metering and Targeting, Data Hosting
There really is only one “One-Stop Shop”
The art of having control
Connecting minds and machines

IRELAND – UK – EUROPE – MIDDLE EAST
W W W. S TA N D A R D C O N T R O L . I E

We know what comes first …
At be news we know what comes first … it is the product and/or system you
have designed and developed for the building services sector. However, having
done so, you now need to convey its benefits and areas of application to the key
decision-makers in the marketplace. That’s where
bs news comes in … whether the egg or the
chicken came first is immaterial, its what
comes home to roost that matters.
bs news delivers results.

Find us on Facebook

Visit our website: buildingservicesnews.com
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Standard Control Systems
first to offer LiGO
Standard Control Systems are the
first company in Ireland to offer
LiGO, the energy saving lighting
control system that delivers
substantial energy savings and
reduces all lighting costs. Sean
O’Toole, Standard Controls
Managing Director commented:
“lighting represents a very
significant portion of any building’s
energy bill and LiGO is the first
product of its kind designed
specifically to be installed by
companies like ours who are
committed to reducing our
customers’ energy bills through
the use of innovative products
and great personal service.”

automatically. These results are held in the LiGO and can be printed
out later for record keeping purposes. Each LiGO controller can
connect to up to eight DALI busses, that’s 512 devices per LiGO.
Multiple LiGO controllers can be linked via IP to integrate into
a single complete system, which can be configured, monitored
and controlled from a browser over an internal network or over
the internet.
The control elements of the system consist of the LiGO controller,
its power supply, the RS232/DALI interfaces and DALI power
supplies. These are installed in suitable enclosures, in an accessible
position, preferably adjacent to the lighting distribution board(s)
feeding the luminaires to be controlled by the system.
2x LAN

USB Host

21 x GPIO

9-40VDC

31 (1.22)

∅ 7 (0.28)

25 (0.98)
104 (4.09)
12 5 (0.49)

∅ 4 (0.16)
∅ 6 (0.24)
8x TTY
(Serial) Ports

158 (6.22)

he LiGO system is easy to specify, quick to install and puts
the customer in charge of their system. As it has no special
software or on-going licenses, it represents an easy win for
all building owners looking to save energy.
So why is CO2 suddenly back on the radar? Essentially, because
reducing the CO2 emissions of a property has, over the past couple
of years, become increasingly important. This is especially since the
introduction of various standards and regulations, all designed to
make the systems in Ireland’s buildings and homes more sustainable.
Essentially, the lower the CO2 emissions the better the building.
The LiGO system provides control and integration of lighting
through Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI ) control. This
is a lighting control technology that allows for the remote switching
and dimming of individual luminaires. Up to 64 fittings can be
connected on a single DALI bus. Control signals are passed along
a bus cable connected from fitting to fitting. Intelligent sensors and
switches are part of the system and sit on the same bus.
Commands can be sent down the control cable to individual
luminaries, or groups of luminaries, to switch them on or off and/or
to dim them. DALI-compliant luminaries are able to send status
information of lamp failure, ballast failure etc to the LiGO web page.
LiGO is also fully capable of carrying out Emergency Light testing
with the Function Test and Duration Tests being carried out

T
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170 (6.99)
180 (7.08)

Figure 1: Typical panel schematic and layout.

An internal RCD socket is provided to allow the configuration
laptop to be plugged in. A typical schematic and layout are shown
in Figure 1. The LiGO controller is the main element of the control
system. One or more controllers should be mounted in an
enclosure, together with their power supply, the required
interfaces and DALI bus power supplies.
LiGO controllers are connected together via an IP network.
This can be a local private network, or part of another data
network. An RJ45 data socket should be installed within 3m of
each LiGO controller. An IP hub may be used to connect several
LiGO controllers to an RJ45 network socket. For remote access
and maintenance, internet access should be provided to the
LiGO network.
Standard Control Systems is the first company in Ireland to offer
the LiGO system and its design engineers have a comprehensive
understanding of how it works and its application strengths.
Choosing LiGO will reduce your energy bill significantly.
Contact: Sean O’Toole, Standard Control Systems.
Tel: 01 – 429 1800; email: sotoole@standardcontrol.ie I
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Belimo is now operating directly in the Irish market and has appointed Paul O’Neill as Sales
Manager for Ireland. Paul is based in Dublin and will provide local support for the entire
country. He can be contacted at Tel: 086 – 245 2032; email: paul.oneill@belimo.co.uk

Belimo direct Ireland operation
elimo – the worldwide leader for actuator and valve
technology in heating, ventilation and air conditioning
systems – offers a complete range of products from
one source, with a reputation for excellent value.
Keeping a consistent focus on market needs and
trailblazing new developments, Belimo has been setting
standards in HVAC actuator and valve technology
since 1975.
Customer demands are reacted to quickly and
efficiently. Every actuator is subjected to an individual and
thorough inspection before delivery. Belimo’s specialised
knowledge and “Swiss Quality”, for which the company is
renowned, means it can offer a 5-year warranty on its
entire product range.
Among the most popular products are the LM24A damper
actuators that were designed for the operation of air control
dampers in ventilation and air conditioning systems.
Features include:
I Damper actuator 5Nm, 150s, 95˚;
I AC/DC 24V, Open/Close, 3-point;
I IP 54, manual override by means of push-button;
I Control with single-/two-wire contact;
I Connection PVC cable 1m;
I Direction of rotation reversible (right/left);
I Angle of rotation limit mechanical integral;
I Spindle driver universal spindle clamp.
Also now available is the innovative EPIV characterised
control valve, with electronic flow rate setting. It is the only
valve of its type to feature a sensor-monitored flow rate
controller and covers valve sizes from DN 65 to DN 150.
Since it combines four functions – measure, control,

B
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Belimo LM24A
damper actuator, 5Nm,
150s, 95˚, AC/DC 24V,
open/close, 3-point

balancing and shut-off in one valve – sizing and selection
are considerably simplified (DN valve = DN pipe) and
hydraulic balancing is made easier. The proven
characterising disc ensures an equal-percentage
characteristic curve and therefore excellent control
properties. Thanks to its bubble-tight closure, the EPIV
effectively prevents energy losses in the water circuits.
The technology used in Belimo’s new EPIV is based on
more than 30 years experience in the control of variable
air volume flows (VAV). This know-how guarantees
maximum precision, a long service life and maintenancefree operation for water solutions. The volumetric flow
settings can be customised on site using a laptop or ZTHGEN adjustment tool (between 45 and 100%; smallest
controllable amount: 2.5%).
The flow rate is permanently monitored by a sensor
that signals the integrated control system which, in turn,
ensures that the flow rate is immediately adjusted
and the set-point precisely maintained in the event
of changes in pressure. The actual flow rate can
be displayed at any time in m³/h or as an
electronic signal.
Contact: Paul O’Neill,
Sales Manager, Belimo Ireland.
Tel: 086 – 245 2032;
email: paul.oneill@
belimo.co.uk I
Belimo EPIV characterised
control valve with electronic
flow rate setting. Four-in-one
— now available with
larger DN.
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Getting the most from a BMS
We recommend upgrading to Unitron UC32 for
optimal BMS performance. Upgrading to Unitron UC32
is easier and less costly than with other systems
because Unitron UC32 separates control from
communication. By updating software and the
communication controllers, plant and terminal unit
controllers can be upgraded later as part of a longer
term maintenance plan.
Benefits of upgrading to Unitron UC32
• more reliable and sophisticated datalogs
• extensive range of supervisor options

Take Control
with Cylon
Controls
Energy consumption is increasingly
becoming a boardroom issue, and
with 90% of all Building Control
Systems not operating to maximum
efficiency for the building owner,
it is clearly not enough to install a
BMS, it requires management and
optimisation to deliver and realise

• fast networking – based around 100Mbps fast
Ethernet backbone
• supports integration standards such as BACnet,
KNX, and M-bus
• integration into other manufacturers’ BMS
• energy saving and optimisation of BEMS
Cylon partners offer expert advice
and support
Only Cylon Approved System Integrators are certified
and have been fully trained on Unitron UC32 solution
and have teams qualified in the range that can deliver
professional support and expert advice.
Having met our stringent accreditation criteria, Cylon
Approved System Integrators collective experience,
specialist skills and extensive
knowledge means they
provide expert
Contact a partner for
advice and
more information on Cylon
support on all
products and services, and Active
Cylon products
Energy solutions. You can find details
and services.
of our current partner network
on www.cylon.com/partners

its full potential and value.
Without Active Management
a BMS can quickly become just
a Building System.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1
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WITHOUT ACTIVE
MANAGEMENT A BMS
CAN QUICKLY BECOME
JUST A BUILDING
SYSTEM
Energy management optimisation
At Cylon, with 27 years’ experience in
BMS and controls, we know that a wellmanaged BMS has the potential to
deliver up to 25% savings in energy, and
our recently launched Cylon Active
Energy Service, which works with any
BMS can maximise the value of an
installed BMS with ROI payback periods
of less than two years.

accessible from any internet-enabled
device, continuously monitors energy
usage, and communicates anomalies
and alerts in real time via Green Screen
technology, email, smart phone apps,
and social media, putting the end user
and building occupants in the picture
any time anywhere, letting them know
exactly what is happening – when it is
happening.
User-friendly reports

Cloud based
Cylon Active Energy Manager is a cloudbased energy management service. It is

Cylon Active Energy produces userfriendly reports and analysis that enable
optimised energy consumption that
have proven to deliver real savings for
hospitals, retail outlets, universities, and
office buildings across Ireland, UK, Spain
and the US.
How can Cylon Active Energy save my
company money?
To learn more about Cylon Active Energy
and how it can save your company
money watch our short video
presentation on
www.cylonae.com/videos.

Howard Wilson,
Business Development
Manager, Ireland.

Win an ACER Android Tablet
To access your energy management system from anywhere in the world you’ll
want to win this ACER Android Tablet. To be in with a chance to
win, simply send an email
with the subject line ‘win
an ACER Android Tablet’
along with your name,
company name & address,
and telephone number to
competition@cylon.com
Competition closes 30 July,
winner will be announced
on www.cylon.com and
contacted directly by
email.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2012

Cylon Controls Ltd,
Clonshaugh Business &
Technology Park,
Clonshaugh, Dublin 17, Ireland.
T + 353 1 245 0500
F + 353 1 245 0501
E info@cylon.com
WWW.CYLON.COM
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You cannot be serious!
We all know how tight margins are in business, so
it’s essential that when quoting for a specific job you
accurately reflect your exposure to material and
labour costs. The following is a brief outline of how
you could approach this topic in a structured way.
How to prepare a written
quotation
Quotations commit you to the price you
specify, so they are usually used when:
– The work you are quoting for has clear
requirements in terms of time, labour,
materials, etc;
– Your costs are stable;
– You are confident the work won't turn
out to be more complicated than
expected;
It's good practice to give your
customers a written quotation. This
should include:
– Overall price;
– Breakdown of the components of the
price, indicating what is covered and
what is not;
– Period the quotation is valid for;
– Schedule for when the work will be
done or products delivered;
– Full contact details of your business;
– Payment terms or schedule;

16

– How any modifications or changes
the customer requests will be
controlled and priced once the
project is underway.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1

by Paul Clancy,
Managing Director,
Potterton Myson Ireland.

In summary
– Give written quotation;
– Get written confirmation before you
carry out work;

– Always have the option to revise
It's also advisable to get your
your quotation;
customer's written confirmation that
– Agree all changes before you
they are happy with the price you have
finish the job. I
quoted and the work that this includes.
This should be done before you carry
out the work, or provide the
goods or services.
"How Much!!!
If the job changes
..You cannot
substantially after you start
be serious"
work, it's a good idea to
revise your quotation
and get it agreed before
you finish the job.
Computer software
can be used to help
you determine the
costs involved in any
work for which you
are drawing up a
quotation. Specialist
software packages
include Sage 50
Job Costing, but
many other
accounting and
spreadsheet
packages can
be used for this.
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In the tradition of groundbreaking innovations comes…
™

Flygt Experior

Welcome to a new era in wastewater pumping. Where engineering excellence and
a pioneering spirit combine with an unmatched understanding of your needs. The
result is Flygt Experior, a uniquely holistic experience that combines state-of-the-art
hydraulics, motors, and controls.
Today, Flygt Experior combines N-technology hydraulics and its adaptive functionality,
premium efﬁciency motors and SmartRun – the all-new intelligent control. Flygt Experior
comes from years of listening to you and applying our knowledge and expertise, to
develop the most reliable and energy-efﬁcient wastewater pumping. It is therefore the
ultimate in our commitment to you.
Flygt Experior™. Inspired by you. Engineered by us.

For pump sales call +353 1 452 4444 or email flygtIRL@xyleminc.com
ﬂygt.com/FlygtExperior
Flygt is a brand of Xylem, whose 12,000 employees are dedicated to addressing
Published
ARROW@TU
2012
the mostby
complex
issues inDublin,
the global
water market. Let’s solve water.
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Inaugural IRI Awards Dinner
proves major success
The Institute of Refrigeration Ireland (IRI) recently held its inaugural Annual
Awards Dinner at the Crown Plaza Hotel in Santry, Co Dublin.
This is a new event in the Institute’s calendar and the intention was to
create an additional networking opportunity in the context of a social
gathering, as opposed to the many technical evenings held by the IRI. The
occasion was also used to introduce a new series of Annual Awards.
The decision by the IRI Council to adopt this approach was vindicated
with 130 participants enjoying a very successful evening – the atmosphere
was extremely relaxed and friendly with trading competitors mixing and
sharing ideas and opinions in a way they normally would not.
Many brought their partners and this in turn reinforced the social element
of the evening. The roving magician proved particularly entertaining, as
did the after-dinner music and dancing.
The presentation of the Annual Awards capped an excellent occasion
and provided the perfect backdrop in which to recognise and acknowledge
the contribution of individuals who have given so much for the betterment IRI President Dave Killalea says
of the industry.
thank you to the sponsors.

President’s
Address
“Good evening ladies
and gentlemen and welcome to the
first, hopefully annual, Institute of
Refrigeration Ireland Awards Dinner.
I would like to particularly welcome Dr Andy
Pearson, President of the IOR
and Calum McKenzie, Chairperson of the
Scottish Refrigeration Association.
“On preparing this President’s address I
had started to look at our industry in 2012
and the effects that the current economic
conditions were having on companies
directly involved in the Ref/AC and heatpump markets. There is no doubt that we
are in the middle of probably the most

18
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difficult time our industry has seen for many
years.
“Reduced client spending, increased
competition, reduced margins and difficult
payment conditions have all been
exasperated by new European Legislation
for F-Gas users, Company Certification,
additional employee training requirements
and PED to name but a few. While this is
something that most industry people
understand the need for, and accept, it is
yet another burden for companies to carry.
“The EPA and a multiple of other
Government bodies have focused on ways
of reducing Ireland’s CO2 emission levels
for future generations and there is no doubt
that additional legislative requirements will
be forthcoming.
“While considering all of these current

and future influences on our industry, it
became clear that these circumstances are
the very reason that the Institute of
Refrigeration Ireland has been established.
In the past the Institute has been asked
‘what do you do for me?’ and ‘why should I
join the Institute?’
“In my opinion the answer is simple – we
need a credible voice in our industry that
can be heard at the highest level in both
Ireland and Europe … possibly even at
global level. And, we need to have an
Institute that can inform and assist our
Industry as to its legislative and
environmental responsibilities while
working on our behalf.
“In the last number of years the Institute
has been actively involved with the EPA,
DoeClg, SEAI and IBEC to assist in the
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smooth implementation of European Legislation that will have direct or
indirect effects on the way we as an industry work, and with no small
measure of success I might add.
“Because of this, the Institute is now seen by these
Government bodies as the first point of contact when they need
to inform our industry of proposed legislation and changes to existing
legislative requirements.
“The Institute has also had regular contact with representative
organisations in Europe like IOR, SRA, AREA and globally with
ASHRAE and ARC where additional knowledge of how industries in
these countries implement and manage legislative changes
can be imparted to our members here in Ireland.
“Since its inception, the Institute has championed the cause
of achieving the best for our industry through a focus on increased
industry expertise, compliance with legislation, representation at
Government level and recognition of suitable training programs.
“To allow this to happen the Institute has created a new interactive
website, implemented a new CPD facility, been involved in the
implementation of the new F-Gas Registration Scheme, had direct
influence in the implementation of the SEAI/ACA scheme, negotiated
with the EPA on WEEE impact, been involved with SEAI for the BEW
fund and promoted multiple seminars on relevant industry topics.
“In addition, membership cards, certification, newsletters and access
to shared technical documents have also been provided
to all members. This is what the Institute is able to offer our industry and
that is the real value of being part of the IRI.
“Of course none of this would be possible without the support
of all the members, associates, affiliates and students who have joined
over the last number of years.
“However I would like to personally acknowledge the hard
work and dedication from the IRI Council and sub-committees who give
their valuable time on a voluntary basis, and without whose support the
Institute would not be in the position it is today.
“We have a tough time ahead of us in all sectors if the current
economic climate does not change dramatically, but it is sometimes
easy to forget in the hustle and bustle of our everyday activities just how
much we as an industry offer to our customers. The level of technical
expertise, application knowledge,
innovation and system design is exceptional and we need to remind
ourselves of the value this gives to our customers, even
if they find it difficult to acknowledge.
“To sum up, the Institute will continue to do its best for our industry,
through your continued support, and we will always strive to be ‘Your
voice in our industry’. Thank your for your attention and on behalf of the
dinner and Awards committee I hope you enjoy the rest of your
evening.” I

Award winners

Apprentice of the Year
Dave O’Riordan, Head Lecturer, CIT, accepting the
Apprentice of the Year Award from IRI President Dave
Killalea on behalf of Aidan Lowry. Typifying the times that
are in it, Aidan is currently working in Australia.

Pursuit of Tedchnical Excellence
IRI President Dave Killalea and immediate past President
Seamus Kerr presenting Vincent Weldon of Tech
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning with the award for
pursuing technical excellence outside the normal or
legislative requirements for training their own engineers.

Contribution to Industry
IRI President Dave Killalea and immediate past President
Seamus Kerr presenting George McCann with his award
for the outstanding contribution he has made across all
industry segments. George was also presented with an
Honorary Fellowship of the IRI.

www.instituteofrefrigerationireland.ie
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Flygt, world leaders in submersible
pumping and mixing technology,
has announced the availability of
the Flygt ExperiorTM range, which
comes in capacities up to 70kW.

Flygt
Experior –
a new era in
pumping
excellence
TM

Hailed as a new era in pumping excellence, Flygt ExperiorTM
unites adaptive N-hydraulics with premium-efficiency motors and
market-leading intelligent controls. The result? … an unrivalled
pumping experience that delivers energy savings of up to 50%.
Tony Price, Market Development Manager for Flygt, a Xylem
brand said: “Flygt ExperiorTM pumps deliver the ultimate reliability,
efficiency and simplicity. This revolutionary concept gives our
customers the freedom to design a pump that is perfectly suited to
their needs, by combining state-of-the-art features and
components.
“Only the hydraulics, motors and controls that meet the most
stringent performance criteria are selected to carry the Flygt
ExperiorTM seal of approval. It is this mark of quality that gives our
customers the peace of mind that they are using the world’s best
pumping technology.”

Adaptive N-technology hydraulics
For continuous trouble-free pumping, Adaptive N-hydraulics are
self-cleaning and deliver unmatched clog-free performance thanks
to the unique axial movement of the N-impeller. Available in castiron and hard-iron models to suit a variety of applications, the
unique upwards axial movement allows bulky rag to pass with
ease while reducing the stress on the shaft, seals and bearings.
Reduced pressure in these areas considerably extends the lifespan of the
pump and can reduce electricity consumption by up to 25%.

SmartRunTM intelligent controls
Pre-programmed for simplicity, the SmartRunTM intelligence
system is integrated into the control panel as an option on every

20
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Flygt ExperiorTM pump, to accurately control the crucial
operational parameters. Its intuitive functions allow customers to
capitalise on the benefits of variable speed pumping, which can
deliver energy, time and cost savings.

Premium efficiency motors
With a guaranteed optimum lifespan, these premium-efficiency
motors are designed and manufactured by Flygt and have been
optimised by specialist engineers for the pumping of wastewater.
The compact design houses an extremely tough and durable
motor, concentrating the losses around the stator in order to
maintain a cool operational temperature. This not only extends the
lifespan of both the motor and the bearings, but achieves efficient
cooling too.
Tony concludes: “We have spent many years listening to the
needs of our customers and have continually strived to develop
products that meet the challenges that they face.
“Flygt ExperiorTM combines the three
components that we know deliver
reliable and efficient pumping.
And, backed up by the industry’s
most extensive sales and
service organisation, we are
confident that we have entered
a new era in pumping
excellence.”
Contact: Xylem Water Solutions
Ireland. Tel: 01 - 452 4444;
email: flygtIRL@xyleminc.com I
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SPRINGBOARD
2012/2013
The School of Electrical Engineering
Systems at Dublin Institute of
Technology has been approved

Prog Code

on the Government-funded

DT 018 year 1 Honours Degree

8

A B Eng Tech in ESE
or other approved
engineering degree

DT 018 year 2 Honours Degree

8

DT 018 year 1

DT 015 year 1 Master of Science
in Energy Management

9

A 2.2 or better in
Post Graduate Certificate
honours degree in
in Energy Management
engineering or an
energy related science

DT 015 year 2 Master of Science in
Energy Management

9

DT 015 year 1

Post Graduate Diploma in
Energy Management

DT 015 year 3 Master of Science in
Energy Management

9

DT 015 year 2

MSc in Energy Management

Description

NQAI level Entry Requirements

Labour Market Activation Scheme,
Springboard. As part of the
Springboard scheme, places
are available on our part-time
programmes as detailed in the table.
Anybody in receipt of Jobseekers
Benefit/Jobseekers Allowance
Payments, or One-Parent Family
Allowance Payments, are eligible
to apply, subject to the entry
requirements. See full details at:
http://www.springboardcourses.ie/
Those who accept a place on these
programmes can retain their benefits
and, if they find employment, are still
permitted to finish their studies.
Course fees are paid by the fund.
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Award

BSc in Electrical Services
(ES) & Energy Management

Notes:
1. For the MSc programme entrants must have completed an honours degree at least one year
previously to qualifying for Springboard funding.
2. Existing students on these programmes are eligible if they are in receipt of Jobseekers
Allowance.

For more information contact
Julia Janiszewska at julia.janiszewska@dit.ie Tel: 01 - 402 4666
Frances Malone at frances.malone@dit.ie Tel: 01 – 402 4617
Kevin Kelly at kevin.kelly@dit.ie Tel: 01 – 402 4616
Apply via www.springboardcourses.ie
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SLL Code on Lighting 2012 Edition
The Society of Light and Lighting
(SLL) and its predecessors (The
Illuminating Engineering Society
and the Lighting division of
CIBSE) have been publishing
the Code on Lighting since 1936.
The latest Code is in fact the
20th edition and carries on the
long tradition of providing
authoritative advice on lighting.

22

SLL President Peter Raynham who gave an address on the new
Code for Lighting from the Society of Light & Lighting (SLL) at a
meeting in DIT, Kevin St, recently. This edition of the SLL Code
for Lighting takes the changes in lighting guidance a step further
by a process of separation and concentration.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1

he new edition is significantly different to the
2009 edition in a number of ways. First of all the
format has changed – instead of the CD format
of old the 2012 version has been produced as a book.
However, it is also available as a PDF download
from the CIBSE Knowledge Portal (https://
www.cibseknowledgeportal.co.uk/).
The content of the Code is also significantly different
and these changes were introduced for two reasons.
Firstly, the SLL Handbook, which was introduced in
2009, carries a lot of material about lighting equipment
and lighting design. Consequently, there was no
point repeating that material in the Code.
The second major source of change was the
introduction of the new CEN standard on workplace
lighting (EN 12464-1:2011 Light and Lighting – Lighting
of Work Places Part 1: Indoor Work Places). The
recommendations in the new standard have changed
in a number of ways:
– Each task now has its own uniformity requirement;
– There is now a requirement for a background
illuminance in areas up to 3.5 m away from the task
being performed;
– There is a requirement for illuminance on the walls
and ceiling although the levels are below that
recommended by the SLL;
– There is a requirement to provide a certain amount of
semi-cylindrical illuminance in all spaces to make it
possible for people to see each other’s faces.
A key point made more explicit in the new edition of
the Code relating to requirements for indoor workplaces
is that the lighting should be on the stated visual tasks.
This has in fact been the case since the 2002 edition, and
the term “working plane” has not been used in the Code
since 1994. The latest edition of the Code takes this one

T

The SLL Code is a musthave reference book for
anyone involved in the
design of lighting
24
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step further. In the section on indoor workplaces it
advises that it is wasteful of energy to light the whole
space when a particular task is carried out over a
relatively small area.
As well as the section on indoor workplaces, the
Code also provides recommendations on “outdoor
workplaces” road lighting. Thus it provides, in a single
book, the performance requirement for the vast majority
of lighting applications. These sections are supported
by all of the necessary background information so that
all the parameters discussed can be evaluated from
first principals. The topics covered include:
– Basic energy and light;
– Luminous flux, intensity, illuminance, luminance and
their interrelationships;
– Direct lighting;
– Indirect lighting;
– Photometric datasheets;
– Indoor lighting calculations;
– Outdoor lighting calculations;
– Measurement of lighting installations and interpreting
the results;
– Colour;
– Daylight calculations;
– Predicting maintenance factor.
Given the ever-increasing pressure on lighting design
to reduce the amount of energy used, there is a specific
section on energy. This looks at building regulations,
the CEN standard EN 15193 on lighting energy
consumption, and some of the voluntary schemes such
as BREAM. It also provides advice on how to provide
energy efficient lighting based on the formula of
providing the right amount of light, at the right place,

Dr Kevin Kelly, DIT and Vice-President, SLL with Peter Raynham
and Stephen Donohoe, DIT.

for the right time, using the right lighting equipment.
The Code also contains a glossary where all of the
lighting terms that are used are defined. This section
is based on EN 12665:2011 Light and Lighting – Basic
terms and criteria for specifying lighting requirements.
To sum up, the SLL Code is a must-have reference
book for anyone involved in the design of lighting.
It has been written so that it complements the
SLL Handbook and together the two books provide the
information necessary to carry out the design of
virtually all lighting schemes. I
Section of the attendance at the address given by Peter
Raynham at DIT Kevin St recently.
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BTU Golf News

Coughlan tames Tulfarris
he BTU outing to Tulfarris was a tremendous occasion with the course
in fine condition but the greens a little tricky. However, Brendan
Coughlan rose to the challenge and emerged the overall winner on
the day with a fantastic score of 42pts. DPL was the sponsor and BTU
Captain Vincent Broderick presented the prizes.

T

Tulfarris results
Overall Winner
Brendan Coughlan, HC26, 42pts
Class 1
First: Brendan Keaveny, HC10, 36pts
Second: Michael Kearney, HC11, 33pts
Class 2
First: Gerry Tobin, HC11, 32pts
(back nine)
Second: Brendan Bracken, HC13, 32pts
Class 3
First: Thomas Fynes, HC22, 31pts (back
nine)
Second: Des Binley, HC23, 31pts
Front Nine
Vincent Broderick (HC13) Score 18
Back Nine
Michael Matthews (HC8) Score18

Class 1 winner Brendan Keaveny receiving his prize from BTU Captain Vincent
Broderick.

24

Class 2 winner Gerry Tobin receiving his
prize from BTU Captain Vincent
Broderick.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol51/iss3/1

Class 3 winner Thomas Fynes receiving
his prize from BTU Captain Vincent
Broderick.

Second, Class 1 – Michael Kearney
receiving his prize from BTU Captain
Vincent Broderick.
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Data centre peace of
mind by Core AC
While devising appropriate and
tailored solutions for indoor
environments is essential no
matter what the application,
there is no denying how critical
it is in respect of data centres
and computer rooms. System
failure and downtime simply
cannot be tolerated in such
instances as the consequences
can be catastrophic from
both a performance and
cost point of view.
onsequently, it is perhaps the
most complex area of building
services and one which
requires specialist attention based
on experience, knowledge, technical
know-how and product quality. Core
Air Conditioning is one of the few
companies operating in the field who
match this exacting criteria.
Core has a long-standing reputation
as one of the leading market
players providing customised indoor
environment control, and is
especially renowned for delivering
comprehensive turnkey packages for
data centres and computer rooms.
It has a wealth of experience and
technical expertise in the field, thanks
to its own highly-qualified, in-house
engineers, and its partnership with
the global Emerson Group and, by
extension, Liebert.
Whether it is a new build or retrofit
situation, Core engages with the
client, the consultant and contractor
(as appropriate) from the earliest
possible stage, and only proposes a

C
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solution when all the relevant
parameters have been thoroughly
discussed and clarified. Invariably they
include free-cooling chillers, cold aisle
containment, modulating in-row
cooling units, high-efficiency UPS
systems, etc
Key issues considered at the design
stage are power, cooling, metering,
monitoring, fire suppression, leak
detection, etc. These are then
analysed in relation to the specific
needs of the client to help identify
gaps in power and cooling
infrastructure, reduce operating
costs, improve IT system availability,
and plan for additional IT capacity.
Core also offers a full range of
professional assessments, electrical
testing and service management
support, not just to prevent
downtime, but to enhance data
center performance while containing
energy-usage costs.
Indeed, underpinning the entire
process is the system’s power usage
effectiveness (PUE). When designing
the technical spec for the project,
capital costs and day-to-day operating
costs are considered in equal measure
to system performance and reliability.
This emphasis is also carried
through to ongoing maintenance
procedures. Core’s pro-active

Emerson Network Power
offers a complete menu of
service options for data
centres to meet any
specific need.

maintenance programmes can
significantly extend the life of the
power systems, decrease capital
investment, optimise system efficiency
and effectiveness, and increase overall
system availability. This is done by
way of a combination of the following:
– Preventive maintenance;
– Remote monitoring;
– Professional assessments;
– Upgrades;
– Efficiency of emergency response;
– Service management and support.
Continuous on-site and in-house
system monitoring prevents major
system failures. Potential problems
are invariably flagged quite early so
they can be dealt with quickly and
efficiently before they become a major
issue. To that end Core offers 24-hour
call-out, seven days a week, 365
days of the year. It also has its own
dedicated engineers who liaise with,
and respond to, the client’s Facilities
Manager directly.
Apart from optimised system
performance, trouble-free operation
and excellent energy usage, what
Core Air Conditioning provides most
of all is client peace of mind.
Contact: Steve Wood, Core Air
Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email: steve@coreac.com;
www.coreac.ie I
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RACGS

RACGS results from
Dundrum House
T
he recent RACGS outing at Dundrum House in Co Tipperary
was sponsored by Carel Ireland and Dave Killalea was on hand to
present a wonderful array of prizes to all the winners. The day
was most enjoyable for all concerned with Martin
Buggy emerging the overall winner at close of play.
Details of the various class winners are as follows:
Class 1
First: Brendan Sharkey, h11, 34pts;
Second: John Ryan, h12, 31pts.
Class 2
First: Mark Kiely, h18, 31pts;
Second: Billy Queally, h16, 30pts.
Front 9: Michael Clancy, 18pts.
Back 9: Liam Carroll, 17pts.

Visitors
First: Ian McNeill; Second: Kieran Buggy.
Longest Drive: Mark Kiely; Nearest the Pin: Matt Butler.
The next outing is in Glasson Golf Club on 29 June and the sponsor is
Danfoss Ireland. I

Above: Stephen Mulvaney, RACGS Captain with
Johnny Lynagh and Dave Killalea, Carel Ireland,
sponsor.

Above left: Brendan Sharkey with Dave Killalea,
Carel Ireland and Stephen Mulvaney, RACGS
Captain.
Above: Mick Clancy with Stephen Mulvaney,
RACGS Captain and Dave Killalea, Carel Ireland.
Left: Ian McNeill with Dave Killalea, Carel Ireland
and Stephen Mulvaney, RACGS Captain.
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Since establishing its dedicated Dublin-based operation last year to serve the 32
counties of Ireland, Panasonic has gained considerable market share. A more
structured management process, coupled with the regular introduction of new
products and streamlined logistics, have resulted in increased sales at a time when
the market in general is somewhat deflated.

Panasonic and Tech provide large
VRF solution, no chills attached!
These strengths have been further reinforced by an
extensive advertising/marketing campaign and an everexpanding, strategically-located, dealer network. Tech
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning is a typical case in point. In
just a short space of time Tech has won a number of very
presitgious projects using Panasonic equipment.
One of the latest is a recently-completed large office project
in East Point, Dublin, featuring Panasonic VRF technology. It
comprises outdoor units with a total capacity of close on
200HP, 95 indoor units providing heating and cooling to the

7-22°C AIR OFF TEMPERATURE CONTROL AS STANDARD
· Able to control air off temperature
· Reduces cold drafts
· Accurate room temperature controls
23 °C

12 °C

Figure 1

7oC and 22oC. This is set up during commissioning and vastly
reduces the risk of cold air dumping and draughts. Moreover,
the off-coil temperature can be individually set for each single
indoor unit.”
“We’re extremely pleased with the progress we’ve made in
such a short space of time”, says Vincent Mahony, Panasonic
National Account Manager. “We have a well-defined strategy
that includes new products such as RAC units with smart phone
control, new Elite high COP split units, GHP units, air to water
heat pumps, and dealer partnerships which help us deliver
them to the marketplace. Despite the difficult trading conditions,
we anticipate continued growth for the remainder of the year.”
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic. Tel: 01 – 413 5311;
087 - 969 4221; email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com I


The Panasonic Ecoi outdoor units on the roof of the East
Point project.

main office areas, 10 split systems serving dedicated room
server-areas, and Panasonic’s 2-pipe VRF air handling kit
delivering DX Primary Air cooling and heating (Figure 2).
“One of the main reasons we chose Panasonic for this
project”, says Barry Hennessy, Tech Group Account Manager,
“is because of its off-coil temperature control technology
(Figure 1), as well as the excellent technical back-up and our
familiarity with the product”.
Tech Contracts Manager Vincent Geraghty also added:
“Panasonic’s off-coil temperature control enables the supply air
termperature of the VRF indoor units to be controlled between
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PCB Controller

CZ-RTC2
Controller wiring

Air Handling Unit

O/D-I/D wiring
Piping
ECOi

Figure 2
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back issues
Hevac ‘oldies’ triumph over ‘young guns’
Hevac Group entered two teams in the recent Dublin Staff Relay charity run in the
Phoenix Park, helping raise a substantial amount of money for Autism Ireland.
The teams were split into the “young guns” and
“oldies” and yes, you can believe it, the “oldies”
won, coming in a very credible 77th out of a total
of 500 teams.
Our picture shows (back row) Colm Somers,
Seamus English, Joe Raftery, Barry Naughton and
Richie Smith and (front row) Dermot Dooley, Garrett
White, Karl Carrick, David Doherty and Aaron
Brogan.
Well done lads ... but no ladies?

Congratulations
Eóin McCool
My congratulations to Eóin
McCool, and his wife Lynn, on
the recent birth of their second

child, a daughter named Aoife,
who weighed in at a very healthy
7lbs 10oz. Eóin says Lynn, Aoife
and older brother, two-year old
Ruadhrí, are all doing well and
adjusting to the different routines
a new baby entails.

Sampson spellbound at IRI Dinner

HPA forging ahead

The magician at the

Hot on the heels of successful
meetings with SEAI and other
industry-related bodies, the HPA
is now poised to make further
headway with an installer training
programme and market size
analysis.

recently-held IRI Awards
Dinner (see page 18)
was highly-entertaining,
adding a great deal of
fun to the occasion.
However, John
Sampson seems
bemused by this one-onone demonstration ...
just what were you
thinking John?

Less lip-service Minister … more action
Minister for Energy, Pat Rabbitte, recently welcomed the new EU Directive
designed to boost energy efficiency throughout Europe.
Speaking at a meeting in Luxembourg on 15
June, the Minister said Ireland will be obliged to
upgrade 3% of our public buildings – schools,
hospitals, courts etc – every year, leading to
the provision of more secure, sustainable
jobs nationally.
The question is Minister … where is the
funding going to come from to support this
process? Far too often the Minister, and this
Government, talk up the jobs potential of the
sustainable/green economy but they very rarely
follow through with the economic injection to stimulate/support the process.
In addition to the talk Minister, let’s see some genuine and imaginative action to kickstart the process and bring it to fruition.
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EFFICIENT
SOLUTIONS
FOR HEATING &
COOLING

POWER SUPPLY PROBLEMS?
PANASONIC’S GHP IS THE ANSWER...
THE PANASONIC GHP SYSTEM IS THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR EFFICIENT, GREEN VRF SOLUTIONS
The new Gas Heat Pump from Panasonic is the ideal solution for projects with electricity supply problems:
:: operates with LPG or natural gas
:: single-phase power supply only required throughout the range
:: lower running costs
:: operates down to -20°C ambient with no loss in heating capacity
:: no defrost cycle required
:: “free” hot water available on 2-pipe units
:: suits most applications due to large capacities (from 45 to 142kW)
:: can be connected to all indoor units and controls from Panasonic ECOi lineup
:: can also be connected to a Panasonic water heat-exchanger for chilled and hot water production
At Panasonic we know what a great responsibility it is to install heating and cooling systems.
That is why we design systems to make your buildings work.

high
savings

environmentally

friendly
refrigerant
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R410A

www.panasonic.ie/aircon

Call 01-413 5311, email vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com
or visit www.panasonic.ie/aircon for more details
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